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Long hammer shaft - tags at a safe height
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FAST application
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Unbeatable LOW PRICE
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Tag “GROWS with the tree”
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ARBO TAG - THE ONLY IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM FOR
STREET AND PARK TREES THAT GROWS WITH THE TREES
More and more municipal and private tree owners systematically collect their tree stock data. This serves to simplify
the administration of tree stocks, identification of trees during tree control and upkeep measures as well as the creation
of tree inventory plans.
The patented Arbo tag system is the only tree numbering system that expands as the trunk grows.
EQUIPMENT SET
-

Fixing hammer
Magazine feeding 40 individual tags
Carry bag for 200 tags
Closable carry bag for 200 fixing nails

Magazine and carry case only available as a complete set!
The practical portable magazine with a capacity of 240 number tags in combination
with the magnetic nail seat in the specially developed Arbo hammer makes it
possible to quickly apply the tag to the trunk. Depending upon planting density,
between 120 and 200 Arbo tags can be attached per hour. Fixing heights of 2.5
to 2.8 m are possible using the special extended hammer shaft. The tags are
attached so high on the trunk that unauthorized removal is nearly impossible.

Fig. TYPE 08

ARBO TAG BARCODE BLACK
- BLACK with white laser
inscription
- 1 st line: hole for nail
2nd line: numbering
3rd line: barcode 128 or
4th line: 2/5 individual text
Grows with the trunk

Fig. TYPE 08

ARBO TAG RESITANT WHITE
- WHITE with black laser
inscription
- 1 st line: hole for nail
2nd line: numbering
3rd line: individual text
4th line: individual text

Arbo tags are manufactured as sequential
numbers in large quantities which allows a
comparatively low-price. Modern cadastral tree
registers always have the possibility of
recording two numbers per tree: one that is
actually fastened to the tree, an Arbo tag, and
an additional number that corresponds to the
natural tree control sequence. The star shaped
cut-out guarantees that the tag grows with the
tree.

Arbo Tags can be supplied in BARCODE BLACK
and RESISTANT WHITE, with barcode or/and with
text. The tags, imprinted with laser technology
are durable and perfectly readable for many years.

Grows with the trunk

- Fast application with one strike
- Outstanding durability
- Tag grows with the trunk
- Placement out of reach
- No danger of injury (fixing height 2.5 - 2.8 m)

2.5 - 2.8 m

